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Stress-induced antinociception to noxious 
heat requires α1A-adrenaline receptors of spinal 
inhibitory neurons in mice
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Abstract 

It is well known that acute exposure to physical stress produces a transient antinociceptive effect (called stress-
induced analgesia [SIA]). One proposed mechanism for SIA involves noradrenaline (NA) in the central nervous system. 
NA has been reported to activate inhibitory neurons in the spinal dorsal horn (SDH), but its in vivo role in SIA remains 
unknown. In this study, we found that an antinociceptive effect on noxious heat after acute exposure to restraint 
stress was impaired in mice with a conditional knockout of α1A-adrenaline receptors (α1A-ARs) in inhibitory neurons 
(Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice). A similar reduction was also observed in mice treated with N-(2-chloroethyl)-N-ethyl-2-
bromobenzylamine, a selective neurotoxin for NAergic neurons in the locus coeruleus (LC). Furthermore, whole-cell 
patch-clamp recordings using spinal cord slices revealed that NA-induced increase in the frequency of spontane-
ous inhibitory postsynaptic currents in the substantia gelatinosa neurons was suppressed by silodosin, an α1A-AR 
antagonist, and by conditional knockout of α1A-ARs in inhibitory neurons. Moreover, under unstressed conditions, the 
antinociceptive effects of intrathecal NA and phenylephrine on noxious heat were lost in Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice. 
Our findings suggest that activation of α1A-ARs in SDH inhibitory neurons, presumably via LC-NAergic neurons, is 
necessary for SIA to noxious heat.
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It has long been known that acute exposure to stress 
reduces behavioral responses to noxious stimuli in 
rodents and humans [1], a phenomenon generally known 
as stress-induced analgesia (SIA). Studies using experi-
mental models of stress have proposed that acute physi-
cal stress (for example, foot shock, forced swimming, 
and restraint) leads to the activation of descending pain 
inhibitory pathways via neurotransmitters and neuropep-
tides, and subsequently produces a transient antinocic-
eptive effect [1]. The locus coeruleus (LC)-noradrenergic 

(NAergic) neurons are among these descending pathways 
[1]. Previous studies have shown that LC-NAergic neu-
rons are activated by acute exposure to physical stress 
[2]. Spinal NA acts on adrenaline receptors (ARs). It has 
been reported that α2-ARs are expressed on the termi-
nals of primary afferent nociceptive neurons and inhibit 
glutamate release [3]. Furthermore, the stimulation of 
α1-ARs enhances the frequency of spontaneous inhibi-
tory currents (sIPSCs) in the spinal substantia gelatinosa 
(SG) neurons [4]. Moreover, a recent single-cell analysis 
of SDH neurons has revealed a predominant expression 
of α1-ARs in inhibitory neurons [5]. However, it remains 
unknown whether α1-ARs in inhibitory neurons play a 
role in the control of nociceptive behavior by spinal NA 
and acute stress exposure because an experimental tool 
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that enables selective manipulation of the expression or 
function of α1-ARs in inhibitory neurons has not been 
developed until recently.

To investigate this, we utilized the recently developed 
mouse line Adra1aflox/flox mice [6] and generated mice 
with conditional knockout (cKO) of α1A-ARs in inhibi-
tory interneurons by crossing Vgat-Cre mice (Cre expres-
sion under the control of vesicular γ-aminobutyric acid 
[GABA] transporters) (see Additional file 1). RNAscope 
in  situ hybridization confirmed that Adra1a mRNA 
expression was almost absent in Vgat+ (Slc32a1) SDH 
neurons of Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice (Additional 
file  2). Consistent with previous studies [7], a transient 
increase in the latency to produce nociceptive behavio-
ral responses in the hot-plate test was observed in con-
trol mice (Adra1aflox/flox mice) after exposure to acute 
restraint stress (Fig.  1a), a well-known model of SIA 
[1]. In contrast, stress-induced antinociception to nox-
ious heat was impaired in Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice 
(Fig.  1a). Since acute restraint stress has been shown 
to activate LC-NAergic neurons [2], we examined the 
involvement of descending LC-NAergic signaling using 
N-(2-chloroethyl)-N-ethyl-2-bromobenzylamine (DSP-
4), a selective neurotoxin for the LC-NAergic neurons 
[6, 8]; DSP-4-treated wild-type (WT) mice also showed a 
reduction in the restraint stress-induced antinociceptive 
effect on noxious heat (Fig. 1b).

These results raise the possibility that NA signals via 
α1A-ARs in SDH inhibitory neurons are crucial for acute 
restraint stress-induced antinociception. To examine 
whether NA activates SDH inhibitory neurons via α1A-
ARs, we performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings 
using spinal cord slices and measured the frequency and 
amplitude of sIPSCs in SG neurons. Consistent with the 
findings of previous studies [4], the application of NA 
to spinal slices from Adra1aflox/flox mice increased the 
frequency, but not amplitude, of sIPSCs in SG neurons 
(Fig.  1c). The sIPSC frequency was not increased (even 
slightly decreased) in the Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice. 
Similarly, acute blockade of α1A-ARs by silodosin, an 
α1A-AR-specific antagonist, inhibited the NA-induced 
increase in sIPSC frequency (Fig. 1d). These results indi-
cate that NA activates Vgat+ inhibitory neurons in the 
SDH via α1A-ARs.

The intrathecal administration of NA is known to 
produce antinociceptive effects against noxious heat 
[9]. Thus, we predicted that α1A-ARs in inhibitory neu-
rons are involved in the antinociceptive effects of spi-
nal NA. We found that the intrathecal NA-induced 
antinociceptive effect on noxious heat was attenuated 
in Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice (Fig. 1e). A striking inhi-
bition was observed in the antinociceptive effect of the 
α1-AR-selective agonist phenylephrine administered 

intrathecally. Thus, these data suggest that activation of 
α1A-ARs in spinal Vgat+ inhibitory neurons is necessary 
for the antinociceptive effect of spinal NA on noxious 
heat.

SIA is a well-known phenomenon in animals and 
humans as a biological response of organisms to nox-
ious stimuli [1]; however, its underlying mechanism 
remains to be fully understood. By utilizing the recently 
developed mouse line Adra1aflox/flox mice [6], which ena-
bles cKO of α1A-ARs in a cell-type-specific manner, this 
study demonstrated for the first time the crucial role of 
α1A-ARs in spinal inhibitory neurons in acute restraint 
stress-induced antinociceptive response to noxious heat 
in mice. The α1A-ARs in inhibitory neurons can be acti-
vated by NA released from the descending LC-NAergic 
neurons. This is supported by the result of our and other 
studies showing (1) the activation of LC-NAergic neurons 
by acute exposure to physical stress [2], (2) the attenua-
tion of stress-induced antinociception by DSP-4, (3) the 
expression of α1A-ARs predominantly in inhibitory neu-
rons [5], and (4) a failure of NA to facilitate inhibitory 
synaptic inputs to SG neurons in mice lacking α1A-ARs. 
Furthermore, the intrathecal administration of α1-AR 
agonist failed to induce antinociception by α1A-AR-cKO 
in Vgat+ inhibitory neurons. Together, these results sug-
gest that acute restraint stress could activate descend-
ing LC-NAergic neurons and subsequently α1A-ARs in 
Vgat+ inhibitory SDH neurons, which in turn suppresses 
spinal nociceptive transmission evoked by noxious heat, 
although our data do not exclude a possible involvement 
of α1A-ARs in the brain (as Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice 
also lack α1A-AR expression in the brain).

While this study highlighted the role of α1A-AR in SIA 
to noxious heat, it should be noted that other ARs, espe-
cially α2-AR, are also involved in the regulation of noci-
ceptive transmission in the SDH. It has been shown that 
NA and clonidine, an α2-AR agonist, hyperpolarize SG 
neurons [10] and reduce excitatory synaptic inputs on SG 
neurons by inhibiting presynaptic glutamate release from 
primary afferents [3]. Behaviorally, the antinociceptive 
response to noxious heat to the tail (tail-flick test) evoked 
by forcing the rats to swim in cold water, an acute stress 
model, is potentiated by intraperitoneal injection with 
an α2-AR agonist [11]. A global KO of α2-ARs suppresses 
noise stress-induced thermal hypoalgesia in the hot-plate 
test [12]. The involvement of α2-AR could be predicted 
in our present data showing that the antinociception by 
intrathecal NA was reduced but not abolished in Vgat+ 
neuron-selective α1A-AR-KO mice in which phenyle-
phrine antinociception was not produced. Thus, it is con-
ceivable that the extent of the contribution of each α-AR 
subtype may be determined by the nature, duration, 
and intensity of the stressor and behavioral assays for 
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Fig. 1 α1A-ARs in spinal inhibitory neurons contribute to acute restraint stress-induced antinociception to noxious heat. a, b Latency to evoke 
nociceptive behaviors (licking or jumping) by noxious heat stimulation (hot-plate test) following acute restraint stress for 2 h in Adra1aflox/flox mice 
(n = 9) and Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice (n = 8) (a), and WT mice pretreated intraperitoneally with saline (n = 10) or DSP-4 (n = 10) (b). **P < 0.01 and 
****P < 0.0001 vs. Pre-stress, #P < 0.05 and ##P < 0.01 vs. saline-treated mice and Adra1aflox/flox mice at post-stress (0 min), respectively. c Frequency 
and amplitude of sIPSCs in SG neurons in spinal cord slices from Adra1aflox/flox mice or Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox mice before (Pre NA) and after NA 
(20 μM) application (Post NA) (n = 14–15 neurons). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ##P < 0.01. d Effect of silodosin (Silo: 40 nM) on NA-induced facilitation of 
sIPSC frequency in SG neurons (n = 9–10 neurons). ****P < 0.0001. e Latency to evoke nociceptive behaviors (licking or jumping) in hot-plate test at 
10 min after intrathecal administration of NA (10 nmol, n = 7) or phenylephrine (Phe: 50 nmol, n = 8) in Adra1aflox/flox mice or Vgat-Cre;Adra1aflox/flox 
mice, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ##P < 0.01, and ###P < 0.001. Data show the mean ± SEM
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antinociceptive responses; in the case of thermal antino-
ciception after acute restraint stress, the role of α1A-ARs 
expressed on Vgat+ inhibitory neurons in the SDH could 
be predominant.

In the control of spinal nociceptive information pro-
cessing and transmission by NA, we have previously dem-
onstrated that the activation of α1A-ARs in Hes5+ SDH 
astrocytes causes hypersensitivity to a light mechanical 
stimulus in mice [6]. A similar hypersensitivity is also 
induced by the intrathecal administration of NA and 
phenylephrine [6]. The different effects of these agonists 
(antinociception to noxious heat vs. pronociceptive to 
light mechanical force) could be dependent on both their 
doses for intrathecal administration and their selective 
modulation of the somatosensory modality. It has been 
demonstrated that low doses of intrathecal NA (0.03 
and 0.1 nmol) and phenylephrine (0.015 and 0.05 nmol) 
selectively enhance behavioral sensitivity to mechanical 
stimuli without affecting heat [6]. On the contrary, at a 
relatively higher dose, NA and phenylephrine begin to 
produce antinociceptive effects on noxious heat (as seen 
in this and previous studies [6]) and interestingly have lit-
tle, if any, effect on behavioral responses to mechanical 
stimuli [6]. Given that α1A-ARs in Hes5+ astrocytes and 
Vgat+ inhibitory neurons in the SDH are required for 
modulating behavioral responses to mechanical and heat 
stimuli at low and high doses, respectively, of intrathe-
cal NA and phenylephrine, the different dose-depend-
ent effects of NA and phenylephrine could be related to 
their actions on the different cell types. Supporting this 
notion, the chemogenetic activation of Hes5+ astrocytes 
selectively enhances behavioral sensitivity to mechani-
cal stimuli but not thermal stimuli [6]. However, the 
reason for the disappearance of mechanical hypersen-
sitivity at a high dose of NA and phenylephrine and the 
role of Vgat+ inhibitory neurons in such disappearance 
remains unclear. This may be associated with an interac-
tion between Vgat+ inhibitory neurons and Hes5+ astro-
cytes in the SDH, which are important subjects for future 
investigations.
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